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With the ever increasing amount of data in the world, it becomes harder to find

useful and desired information. Recommender systems, which offer a way to analyze

that data and suggest relevant information, are already common nowadays and a

important part of several systems and services. While recommender systems are

often used for suggesting items for users, there are not many studies about using

them for problems such as team formation. This thesis focus on exploring a variation

of that problem, in which teams have multidisciplinary requirements and members’

selection is based on the match of their skills and the requirements. In addition,

when assembling multiple teams there is a challenge of allocating the best members

in a fair way between the teams.

With the studied concepts from the literature, this thesis suggests a brute force

and a faster heuristic method as solutions to create team recommendations to mul-

tidisciplinary projects. Furthermore, to increase the fairness between the recom-

mended teams, the K-rounds and Pairs-rounds methods are proposed as variations

of the heuristic approach.

Several different test scenarios are executed to analyze and compare the efficiency

and efficacy of these methods, and it is found that the heuristic-based methods are

able to provide the same levels of quality with immensely greater performance than

the brute force approach. The K-rounds method is able to generate substantially

more fair team recommendations, while keeping the same levels of quality and per-

formance as other methods. The Pairs-rounds method presents slightly better rec-

ommendations quality-wise than the K-rounds method, but its recommendations

are less fair to a small degree. The proposed methods perform well enough for use

in real scenarios.

Keywords: Recommender systems, fairness, group formation, team recommenda-

tion.

The originality of this thesis has been checked using the Turnitin Originality Check

service.
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1 Introduction

Availability and quantity of data is increasing day after day in our digital and

connected world. According to Guo (2017), it is expected that from 2016 to 2025

the global data amount will grow by a factor of 10, more than doubling every two

years. As the amount of data grows, new challenges emerge about organizing and

extracting useful knowledge from it. Knowledge obtained from raw data can be

utilized to get insights, to detect patterns and even for helping in decision making

processes.

Recommender systems, which are a subclass of information filtering systems, are

a tool to process extensive amounts of data and derive valuable information from

it (Ricci et al. 2011). They work by trying to antecipate the preference or rating

that a user would give to some item (Ricci et al. 2011), based on user activities

and personal data. Recommender systems are currently widely used especially in

digital media services so relevant items of information can be presented to users

or to groups of users. In these recommender systems it is common to group users

based on similarities to provide recommendations of items to the group. In the

opposite direction, often similar items are grouped in a package for recommendation

to a user or group of similar users. Another use of recommender systems can be

found on team formation problems, despite that there are only a few research papers

published about.

Recommender systems’ algorithms for team formation aim to assemble teams of

individuals based on some specified criteria. For team formation, those algorithms

need to extract and identify individual characteristics of the individuals, topics from

documents and perform analysis and visualization of relation graphs (Datta et al.

2014). The individuals are then grouped together based on how near they are from

each other in a relations graph (implicit relation identification) or by expert finding

(Lin et al. 2009). While it is a difficult task to assemble the “best” team, due to

the several different subjective factors that could define a team as best, a decision

support system such as a recommender system may help on that (Datta et al. 2014).

Furthermore, most of the papers describe team formation in software development

context (Yilmaz et al. 2015; Colomo-Palacios et al. 2012), or based on users common

interests and attributes (Dorn et al. 2011; Al-Adrousy et al. 2015; Awal et al. 2014).

Thinking about a team as a package of items in which its members have skills

that correspond to individual items attributes, a multidisciplinary team is a package

of items with diversity in their attributes. Complex tasks often demand multidisci-

plinary teams, and an increase of a team output could be achieved through selecting

members with specific skills to maximize that output. Forming multidisciplinary
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teams requires aligning people with different skills and backgrounds and should

also consider people that are not similar as a possible good choice, while recom-

mender systems are usually based on similarities as an indicator of good alignment

(Lykourentzou et al. 2017). In addition, the concept of diversity is positive in a

multidisciplinary team context and may also trigger serendipity (Ratcheva 2007).

Other challenges may apply to this multidisciplinary team formation problem,

for example when a team member is restricted to work for only one project. If several

teams are being formed, all the best member candidates could be assigned to the first

team, leaving the remaining less suitable candidates for the other projects. Thus,

the fairness aspect of this team formation should be also taken into account, in a

way that good members could be assigned to all teams.

Inspired by a real world problem in which multidisciplinary teams need to be

formed and allocated to work on different projects with requirements for members’

skills and some constraints, a gap was found in literature. There is no research

available concerning multidisciplinary team formation based on skills and project

requirements, especially regarding fairness when multiple teams need to be formed.

For that reason, this thesis proposes the exploration of the research question “How

to create team recommendations based on members’ skills and projects requirements,

regarding fairness?”.

Recommender systems could be very helpful in multidisciplinary team formation

problems for projects, bringing several benefits. Particularly when there are thou-

sands of candidates and dozens of teams to be formed, the amount of needed human

labor can be significantly reduced due to systematic analysis of candidates. In ad-

dition, it is a difficult task to maintain the fairness aspect between teams manually,

a problem which that recommender system algorithm could easily solve.

Based on existing research, Chapter 2 explores the concepts of recommender

systems, fairness and diversity. State of art literature is reviewed over recommender

systems main topics to provide a background for the research question.

Chapter 3 gives a motivating problem and formally defines it. The motivating

problem illustrates the research question and helps to understand the real world

problem that inspired this thesis. The formal definition specifies how candidates

could be chosen as team members, since it is not possible to use traditional similarity

criterion as in most recommender systems methods.

Chapter 4 proposes different methods for creating team recommendations. Since

a brute force algorithm would be inefficient, a heuristic method is presented. Fur-

thermore, two other variant methods are described to improve the fairness aspect

of the recommendations.

Chapter 5 describes and analyzes an experimental evaluation of the proposed

methods. To evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of the methods, a set of test
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scenarios is designed and executed. The findings are compared and analyzed in

regard to quality and fairness of the team recommendations.

Finally, Chapter 6 evaluates the contributions of this thesis. The objectives of

this work are evaluated, and its implications are discussed. Besides the contribu-

tions, the limitations as well as possibilities for further research are presented.
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2 Related work

Based on existing literature, this chapter explores the different types of recommender

systems, the properties of fairness and diversity applied to them, how recommenders

are evaluated, and group formation methods.

2.1 Recommender Systems

Being a subclass of information filtering systems, recommender systems are used

to analyze large amounts of data and obtain valuable information from it (Ricci

et al. 2011). Their goal is to suggest items or packages of items to users (individual

recommendation) or groups of users (group recommendation).

Consider that in a recommendation system the set of items to be rated is I, and

the set of users is U . An item i ∈ I could be rated with a score by a user u ∈ U . The

score is defined as rating(u, i) in the interval [0.0, 1.0], and the set of all recorded

ratings is R. Often, the amount of items in the set I is vast, whereas only a few

of them are rated by the users. Furthermore, I(u) is the subset of rated items by

a user u ∈ U , while similarly U(i) is the subset of users which gave a rating to an

item i ∈ I (Ntoutsi, Stefanidis, Rausch, et al. 2014).

Recommender systems try to estimate a relevance score for items which were

not rated by the users, denoted by relevance(u, i), for u ∈ U and i ∈ I (Kyriakidi

et al. 2017). There is extensive research literature in regard to the approaches for

estimating the relevance score between items and users. Typically, the methods for

recommending are differentiated within: content-based, which suggest items based

on the similarity to items previously well rated by the user (e.g., M. Pazzani et

al. 1997; Mooney et al. 2000), collaborative filtering, that recommend items based

on items which other users with similar preferences like (e.g., Konstan et al. 1997;

Breese et al. 1998) and knowledge-based ones (e.g., Shoham et al. 1997).

A recommender can also create suggestions of one or more items for a group of

users. Those group recommender systems work by aggregating data from individual

users. Several strategies for implementing the aggregation are used, for instance

the Least Misery Strategy, which uses the minimum of the ratings to minimize the

misery for group members (Ricci et al. 2011).

2.1.1 Collaborative Filtering

The methods used for collaborative filtering in recommender systems are based on

gathering and analyzing huge data quantities about the preferences, actions and

behaviour of a user, and then based on the similarity of that user with other users,
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trying to anticipate what they would like. The basic idea is that people who gave

the same rating for some item in the past are likely to give the same rating for

new items. For example, a person might ask friends for a movie recommendation,

and if the recommendation comes from friends who share similar preferences and

interests, it is more likely to be trusted than recommendations from people with

other interests.

In general, given a user u ∈ U and a set of items I, the steps that a collaborative

filtering recommender system needs to take in order to generate a list of suggestions

for the user u are:

• Find similar users with u.

– Utilize an appropriate similarity function S(u, u′)∀u′ ∈ U, u 6= u′.

• Predict relevances score for items not rated by u.

– Based on the similar users to u, apply a relevance function relevance(u, i),

where i /∈ I(u), in order to produce an estimated score for that item.

• Recommend the top-k items.

– Rank the items based on the predicted score found in the previous step

and report back the k items with the highest scores.

An important benefit found in the collaborative filtering method is that it does

not depend on the items being computer analyzable. For that reason, it is able

to precisely suggest intricate items without the need of “comprehending” the item

itself. Nonetheless, the algorithms for collaborative filtering suffer from three main

problems: scalability, cold-start and sparsity. In several real scenarios in which

recommendations are made by these systems, the amount of users and items involved

are in the order of millions. As a result, to execute the algorithms and calculate the

recommendations there is a need of a very large amount of computational power.

Furthermore, in order to make precise recommendations a large number of existing

data is required by these systems, thus resulting in the cold start problem (Rubens

et al. 2015; Elahi et al. 2016). Finally in most cases the number of items is very

large. Even the users that are more active will only have given ratings to a very

small subset of items from the entire dataset. Hence, there would be only a few

ratings even for the most popular items.

2.1.2 Content-based Recommendations

The content-based filtering approach creates recommendations of items based on

comparing the content of the items and a profile of a user. A collection of terms
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or keywords represent the content of a item, which typically are words occurring

within a document. The same terms, assembled with the analysis of the items’

content which the user rated or interacted with, are used to represent the user

profile. Therefore, content-based algorithms try to recommend similar items to the

ones already rated by the user. More specifically, several possible items are compared

with the items which the user rated in the past, and then the best matches are

suggested (Brusilovsky et al. 2007; Aggarwal 2016). This developed the drawback

of overspecialization. The systems often tend to propose new items that are very

similar to those the user has already seen, and so the system suffers from a diversity

problem, where the user is not offered the opportunity to explore new items. A

key feature of the content-based recommender systems is the classification learning

algorithm. These algorithms work by learning a function which models the interests

of each user. The function anticipates if the user will have interest in a new item,

given the user model and a the item. These predictions can take a probabilistic

form by estimating the probability that the user will like an item, or they can take

a numeric form in which the algorithm will directly compute a numeric value that

represents the item’s relevance to the user, such as the level of interest. Traditional

algorithms of machine learning are used for many of these algorithms. Some of

the algorithms that may be used by content-based recommender systems include:

Nearest Neighbor Methods, Decision Trees, Rocchio’s Algorithm, Rule Induction

and Naive Bayes (M. J. Pazzani et al. 2007).

The general steps required by a content-based recommender system are summa-

rized as follows:

• Generate a profile based on user u.

– If the profile is not given, generate a user profile that share the same

attributes as the description of the items and as values of these attributes

the values of items that the user has already viewed.

• Apply a classification learning algorithm.

– Utilize one of the previously mentioned algorithms to predict a score for

any new item i such that i /∈ I(u).

– Alternatively, a similarity function such as cosine correlation may be used.

• Recommend the top-k items.

– Rank the items based on the predicted score found in the previous step

and report back the k with the highest scores.
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A key issue of content-based filtering is if the system is capable to learn prefer-

ences of users from users’ behaviour within one source of content and then use them

with other types of content. For instance, it is useful to recommend news articles

based on news’ browsing, however it would be much more useful when discussions,

videos, products, music etc. from different sources could be recommended based on

news browsing (Ntoutsi and Stefanidis 2016). Furthermore, keywords alone may not

be sufficient to judge the quality and relevance of an a item. Finally the content-

based algorithm suffer from the cold start problem, since they require a training

dataset in order to extract the user profile from the items that the user has already

seen.

2.1.3 Knowledge-based Recommendations

Recently, knowledge-based recommender systems have received a lot of attention.

These systems require not only information (knowledge) about the users and the

suggested items, but they also necessitate the domain knowledge about how these

suggested items respond to the users needs and preferences (Frikha et al. 2017). In

more detail, a knowledge-based recommender system requires the following knowl-

edge; information on the users and their corresponding contextual parameters, in-

formation about the items and their features, and finally, the knowledge models,

meaning, the knowledge about the matching between the item and the users needs.

Two main categories of knowledge-based systems are the constraint-based and

case-based recommender systems (Aggarwal 2016). The recommendation proce-

dure is similar for both methods; the users specify their requirements and items

that satisfy them are tried to be identified by the system. If no items are found,

then the users need to change their requirements. The difference being that in

constraint-based systems the users explicitly define their requirements as a set of

recommendation rules that the system tries to satisfy, while in the case-based sys-

tems, different similarity measures are used based on the requirements of the users,

such as maximize or minimize certain properties, e.g., “more RAM memory” and

“lowest price” respectively.

Knowledge-based approaches answer to the sparsity problem that collaborative

filtering suffers from. Additionally, often a user wants to define a requirement for the

suggested items explicitly, a feature that is supported in knowledge-based systems

but not for example in collaborative filtering or content-based ones. At the same

time however, this is also one of the major drawbacks of this approach. The process

to acquire this knowledge explicitly is time consuming.
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2.1.4 Group recommender systems

In many cases, it would be interesting to recommend items to a group of users

instead of to a single user. For example, a group of friends might want to watch a

movie together or have a playlist of songs for a party, and recommendations could

be given based on all group members’ models. Creating recommendations to groups

is more complex than suggesting items to individuals.

After being able to predict what an individual user would like, group recom-

mendations are typically created by combining the individual models of the users

in a group (Ricci et al. 2011). Two approaches can be utilized for generating group

recommendations (Baltrunas et al. 2010; Jameson et al. 2007). In the first one a

joint profile of a group of users is created, and recommendations are made based

on a created artificial user that serves as the entire group (McCarthy et al. 1998;

Yu et al. 2006). Thus, the recommendation represents to some extent the group

preferences mediated in this artificial user. The general steps for this approach are

defined below:

• Based on a group of users G, G ⊂ U , create an artificial user v

– Several techniques could be used to create the artificial user v. While

there is not a well founded method, averaging of group members’ at-

tributes is commonly used.

• Apply a recommendation algorithm to the created user v.

– Depending on the context, collaborative filtering, content-based filtering,

or knowledge-based approaches can be used to predict the score of items

for the user v.

• Recommend the top-k items.

– Rank the items based on the predicted score found in the previous step

and report back the k items with the highest scores.

The other approach creates individual and ranked recommendations for all the

users in a group, then an aggregation algorithm combines them into a single list for

the group. In a problem of recommending recipes, Berkovsky et al. (2010) compared

both the approaches and found that the performance of the first one is slightly better.

The generic steps for the second approach are described as follows:

• Apply a recommendation algorithm to all the users of the group G, G ⊂ U .
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– Depending on the context, collaborative filtering, content-based filtering,

or knowledge-based approaches can be used to predict the score of items

for the users.

– For every user u ∈ G, a list of recommendations is created in the same

way as individual recommendations.

• Aggregate the recommendations into a single list.

– An algorithm aggregates all the lists of recommendations generated in

the last step into a single list.

– Different methods could be used for combining the lists, such as Optimal

Aggregation, Kendall tau Distance, Average Aggregation, Least Misery

Aggregation and Borda Count Aggregation (Dwork et al. 2001; Meena

et al. 2013; Ricci et al. 2011).

• Recommend the top-k items.

– Rank the items from the single list created in the previous step by their

predicted scores and report back the k items with the highest scores.

Group recommendations presents a research challenge in evaluating and improv-

ing their effectiveness. Many researchers tried to investigate these aspects (e.g.

Amer-Yahia et al. 2009, Ntoutsi, Stefanidis, Nørv̊ag, et al. 2012, Stratigi et al. 2018,

etc.), and most of the literature focus on group formation and evolution, interfaces

that give support to group recommenders and privacy concerns (Chen et al. 2016).

Ntoutsi, Stefanidis, Nørv̊ag, et al. (2012) for example, suggests a model that uses

recommendations for items that users similar to the members of a group liked in the

past. Users are separated into clusters by their similarity, and then recommendations

are based on the cluster members.

One user study that evaluated the advantages of group recommendations is

PolyLens. PolyLens is group recommender system extended from the MovieLens

recommender (O’Connor et al. 2005). In that study, users were allowed to compose

groups while the system analyzed how the groups had an influence on the way users

used MovieLens. Using the least misery heuristic, group recommendations were cre-

ated by combining recommendations of individual group members. Different criteria

were used to evaluate user satisfaction, such as the easiness of creating groups and

adding members to it, the usefulness of group recommendations and overall satis-

faction. In addition to other findings, the study came to the conclusion that when

in a group, users prefer group recommendations.

Other works try to incorporate the property of fairness in group recommenders.

The model proposed by Stratigi et al. (2018) uses the semantic distance between
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users to balance the recommendations. Different methods can be used to improve

the fairness based on the recommender system domain.

Group recommendations can also be used to recommend to individual users,

since aggregating recommendations to a group is similar to aggregating multi-criteria

recommendations (Ricci et al. 2011). For instance when recommending news, the

criteria topic, location and how recent the items are could be used within a group

recommender. However, this criteria should not be treated in the same way and

different weights must be assigned to them. In that way, by using the criteria it is

possible to better predict the final user overall satisfaction.

2.1.5 Diversity in Recommender Systems

In some situations it may not be useful for a user to receive recommendations of

similar items. For example when exploring travel destinations, it could be better

to receive a set of suggestions for different locations rather then suggestions for

different hotels in the same location. The property of diversity in a recommender

system deals with that issue. Usually diversity is described as being the opposite

of similarity. One of the most used approaches to measure diversity is based on

calculating item-item similarity by their contents (Smyth et al. 2001; Ricci et al.

2011).

In research literature many definitions for diversity are found. According to

Drosou et al. (2010), they could be mostly categorized in: (i) content-based, in which

items are selected by the dissimilarity in their attributes in relation to others items

(for example when information does not overlap) (e.g., Zhang et al. 2008; Stefanidis,

Drosou, et al. 2010); (ii) novelty-based, in which items are selected based on whether

they contain new information that were not shown to the user before (e.g., Clarke et

al. 2008); and (iii) semantic-based, when items are selected by belonging to distinct

topics and categories (e.g., Agrawal et al. 2009)

Generally, selecting diverse items is defined as selecting k items within a set,

such that within the k items the diversity is maximized (Kyriakidi et al. 2017). In

the content-based method, the main activity is selecting items that present dissim-

ilarity in relation to each other by not containing information that overlaps. The

dissimilarity could be calculated by the contents of the items for example using

a Jaccard-like definition of distance (Kyriakidi et al. 2017). However, oftentimes

items are poorly described or do not have enough content, thus not being effective

for dissimilarity calculation. In those cases, other methods could be used, such as

the ratings-based approach as described by Kyriakidi et al. (2017). That approach

takes advantage of the ratings given by a set of users for particular items. The idea

is to define the similarity between two data items by how large is the set of users

who gave ratings to both items.
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Moreover, there could be a trade-off between diversity and other recommender

systems properties such as accuracy. Some approaches try to include diversity by

relaxing the possible items to a trust-region, thus maintaining the accuracy, or using

user preferences to obtain diverse items that are still relevant to the user (e.g. Zhang

et al. 2008, Stefanidis, Drosou, et al. 2010).

2.1.6 Fairness in Recommender Systems

Fairness is another property that can be considered for recommender systems, es-

pecially when suggesting items to groups. Depending of the context of the rec-

ommender, fairness could be implemented in different ways. For instance when a

package is suggested to a group of users, it would be fair if every user in the group

is pleased by an enough amount of items of the package (Serbos et al. 2017; Stratigi

et al. 2018; Yao et al. 2017; Burke 2017). In the context of multiple teams for-

mation, fairness could be defined as if all the teams receive good members in a

balanced way between them. No literature was found regarding fairness in teams

recommendations.

Most of the works implement fairness as an improvement over aggregation meth-

ods, either for group recommendations or for group recommendations to individuals

(e.g. Christensen et al. 2011, Masthoff 2015, Quijano-Sanchez et al. 2013, etc.). Due

to the possible different preferences within users in a group, achieving fairness could

improve overall satisfaction but also reduce it for a few members. Commonly it is

implemented with a penalty factor to the amount of variation between the predicted

ratings.

For example, Stratigi et al. (2018) proposes including fairness in a novel measure

of similarity for creating group recommendations in the health domain. The goal is

to recommend health documents to groups of patients, using an aggregation method

based on the semantic distance between their health problems. Since the patients

usually have a variety of health problems, fairness is needed within these group

recommendations. It is implemented in such a way that, in a set of recommendations

there will be at least a few interesting items for each patient, regardless of not all

the recommended items being interesting for the patient. Typically, if at least a few

recommended items are good enough, the user is able to tolerate being suggested

other non-interesting items.

2.1.7 Evaluation of Recommender Systems Efficacy

There are three methods to measure how effective the suggestions generated by a

recommender system are. The effectiveness can be measured through user studies,

A/B tests (online evaluation), and offline evaluations (Beel, Genzmehr, et al. 2013).
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User studies are conducted in such a way that a small amount of users (dozens or

a few hundred) act as judges by evaluating which recommendations are best between

the results of distinct recommendation methods.

A/B tests works similarly to user studies but are applied in large scale and the

users are not focused on the task of evaluation. Different recommendation methods

results are presented to thousands of users and the success of those methods are

measured implicitly with click-through or conversion rates. A/B tests are typically

applied to real products and services with active user bases.

Offline evaluations are done by using previous data of users’ ratings. Based on

this historic information, recommendations can be evaluated.

Different metrics are used to evaluate recommender systems output. The most

often used are the root mean squared error and the mean squared error (Candillier

et al. 2007). In addition, the quality of a method for recommending items is also as-

sessed by information retrieval metrics as discounted cumulative gain and precision

and recall (Candillier et al. 2007). There are other factors regarded as important in

the evaluation such as coverage, novelty and diversity (Lathia et al. 2010). Nonethe-

less, there is a lot of criticism towards many of the traditional evaluation measures

(Turpin et al. 2001).

A recommendation method effectiveness is then measured by how well that

method is able to anticipate the ratings that would be given by users in the recom-

mender dataset. However, whereas a rating is a clear representation of a user liking

an item, not all domains provide the concept of rating items, such as in the domain

of team formation, in which users commonly do not rate a team. In those situations,

implicit measurements of effectiveness could be used with offline evaluations. For

instance, a recommender system might be presumed effective if the teams are built

with as many members as possible from a members reference list.

Several researchers however, are critical towards this type of offline evaluations

(Jannach et al. 2013; Turpin et al. 2001; Beel, Genzmehr, et al. 2013). For ex-

ample, it has been demonstrated that there is a low correlation between results of

A/B tests and user studies and offline evaluation results (Turpin et al. 2001; Beel

and Langer 2015). Moreover, a commonly used dataset in offline evaluation has

been brought wrong conclusions in algorithms’ evaluation due to containing du-

plicated data (Basaran et al. 2017). Oftentimes, the assessed user-satisfaction of

a recommender also does not correlate to the results of alleged offline evaluations

(Beel, Genzmehr, et al. 2013). Therefore, results of offline evaluation need to be

interpreted carefully and critically.
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2.2 Group formation

The employment of soft-computing and smart methods for selecting personnel has

been extensively researched. In contrast with Malinowski et al. (2008) claims, sev-

eral studies support selection of individuals with the use of computer intelligence

techniques and information systems (e.g. Strnad et al. 2010, Toroslu et al. 2007,

Celik et al. 2009).

Mohanty et al. (2010) presents an important review on this field. The attempts

to solve personnel selection problems with technology are frequent (e.g. Barreto et

al. 2008, Barcus et al. 2008). For example for selecting teams of software engineers

many techniques are used, such as fuzzy logic (e.g. Strnad et al. 2010, J. Wang et al.

2003), semantics (e.g. Garćıa-Crespo et al. 2009, Valencia-Garćıa et al. 2010) and

rough sets (e.g. Imai et al. 2011). Many authors also address the issue of combining

these intelligent systems approaches aiming to improve the selection of members’

performance (e.g. Zhong et al. 2001, Mahmoud 2011, Nowicki 2010, Li et al. 2011).

The use of those personnel selection algorithms comes naturally to form teams.

When used with recommender systems, team formation can help in decision taking

problems by indicating the best combination of members in regard to specific criteria.

For instance, Colomo-Palacios et al. (2012) describe how to use rough sets and fuzzy

logic to form and recommend Scrum teams, based on team members’ roles. The

recommendations are based on hybrid techniques and are described by the following

steps:

• Labeling of competences: Each work package (a project for a Scrum team)

receives labels of the required competences, that are also weighted by their

relative importance for the project.

• Fuzzy transformation: The weights of the labels are transformed into linguistic

values with the use of fuzzy methods. Thus, the matching between staff and

project required competencies is made easier.

• Rough set categorization: Based on a set of earlier assessments, a rough set

method is used to determine the competence level of each individual within

the required competencies of the project.

• Matching and recommendation process: Each candidate is matched with the

competences, then the system recommends teams for the project based on

different criteria such as minor gap, ranked teams, best teams, etc.

This described system is able to help project managers in assembling the best team

for Scrum projects, based on available staff and each project required competences.
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A recommender system for team formation in which extreme situations are taken

into consideration is described by Al-Adrousy et al. (2015). Such system is designed

for a Mobile Ad-hoc Network context, in which challenges as intermittent connec-

tivity, limited coverage and limited computing power are present. Therefore, the

recommender can not assume the same conditions of most other recommender sys-

tems, such as time stability of how users exist in the network to be selected. The aim

is to build teams of skilled members in short intervals of time for ad-hoc projects,

which for instance could be about writing codes, testing or creating websites, or

designing specifications. Another possible use could be for exchanging materials

(books, code or articles).

Besides restrictions of the domain, constraints can also be applied to recom-

mender systems, as described by Stefanidis and Pitoura (2013). In their paper, a

problem of team formation for recommending an item when the team members are

affected by constraints is presented. A greedy algorithm is depicted in which the

team is built by incrementally selecting users by how much score they add to the

team and by how well they satisfy the set of imposed constraints. The novel aspect

is considering group consensus not only towards an item recommended for the team,

but also regarding other group members.

As with the literature described above, most of the research of team formation

is focused on the software development context. In addition, Minto et al. (2007)

suggest an approach to form and recommend emergent teams based on how software

artifacts are changed by developers. Yilmaz et al. (2015) depict a team recommender

based on personality of team members, in which a machine-based classified predicts

the performance of the possible teams. Lappas et al. (2009) also propose a team

recommender in which individuals are grouped by skill requirements, but also uses a

communication cost indicator to measure effectiveness. Therefore, despite following

the same general procedure, the problem of recommending teams has a tendency to

differ in how to aggregate the members for a team, which depends largely on the

application domain and its particularities. Moreover, there is still space for more

research on team recommender systems for more general contexts. Those other

contexts may have different constraints and methods to assess fairness, efficacy and

to form the team itself than recommender systems in the software development

context.
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3 Problem definition

This chapter provides a motivating example to illustrate how the concepts of recom-

mender systems and fairness could be used together to solve a real-world problem.

Furthermore, the problem being investigated is formally defined, while referencing

the literature.

3.1 Motivating example

Assume that there are several projects that aim to create products and satisfy

needs. Each one of these projects has different needs of skilled people based on their

requirements, restrictions, context and goals.

For example, a project on developing a new website for a company would require

individuals with skills of back-end development, front-end development, design and

prototyping of interfaces, and user experience. However, a project aimed at creating

a device for measuring heart rate would need individuals with expertise in health

sciences, engineering and ergonomics.

The individuals that could work on a project possess different sets of skills.

Figure 3.1 shows nine individuals with their skill sets and 3 projects with their

required skills.

The ability or expertise to do something well is defined as a skill. A project

is a collaborative effort to reach a goal, which is carefully designed and planned

(Stevenson 2010) and that requires a team of people with specific skills for that.

This thesis investigates a team formation problem in the context of a platform

in which several different projects are available to receive applications from inter-

ested individuals (applicants) to work on them. For all projects a team should be

formed by matching the project requirements with applicants’ skills. Furthermore,

each project has a determined number of team members required (for example 6

members). Figure 3.2 shows the result of the recommender system, in which teams

of applicants are suggested for the projects based on their skills. In this hypothetical

situation, all the projects have team members that satisfy their requirements.

The teams should be formed in a way that maximizes matches between project

requirements and applicants’ skills. A perfectly maximized but unrealistic team

formation would be when for every applicant in the team, the applicant possesses

all of the project required skills. However, a given applicant cannot belong to more

than one team, which poses a restriction since forming a team limits the available

choices of applicants for other teams. Therefore, when forming all the teams, some

fairness is required in such a way that all teams are similarly good and choices are
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Figure 3.1 Example of a set of individuals and their skills, and a set of projects and
their required skills

Figure 3.2 Example of suggested teams of three applicants each, and their skills, for a
set of three projects and their required skills.
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Figure 3.3 Example of a set of skills in a hierarchy

not made purely on finding the best possible applicants for a project, leaving other

projects with the remaining less suitable applicants.

3.2 Model

Skills, which might be attributes of applicants or project requirements, are repre-

sented by textual tags and relate to each other in a hierarchy relationship. Figure

3.3 shows an example of a set of skills and their relations. In this example, skills are

represented by nodes which are connected by edges and follow an order from the

most abstract (root) skill to more specialized (branches and leaves) skills. The skill

“Software development” is related to the skill “Programming”, which is related to

the skill “Back-end programming”.

The similarity between two skills s1 and s2 can then be calculated by the shortest

path distance between their corresponding nodes in the hierarchy. The distance be-

tween two nodes dist(s1, s2) is the graph geodesic distance considering non-weighted

edges. Therefore, any existing edge between two nodes represents a distance of 1.

To find the shortest path distance, where the skill slca = LCA(s1, s2) is the least

common ancestor of s1 and s2, we compute the sum of distances from slca to s1 and

from slca to s2. Accordingly, the similarity(s1, s2) function is defined as follows:
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similarity(s1, s2) =


0, if no relation

1, if s1 = s2
1

dist(s1, slca) + dist(s2, slca)
, otherwise

Therefore, the similarity between the skills “Software testing” and “Back-end

programming” in Figure 3.3 is 1
3
, while the similarity between the skills “Back-

end programming” and “Front-end programming” is greater at the value of 1
2
. The

similarity of the skills “Programming” and “Advertising” is 0, since they are not in

the same hierarchy and it is not possible to find a common ancestor skill.

Different sets of skills are attributes of different applicants. Let A be a set of

applicants to the projects, in which each applicant a, a ∈ A, possess a set of skills

{s1, . . . , sn}, in which si is a textual tag representing a skill.

Example 3.2.1 (Applicants a1 and a2 and their sets of skills)

a1 = {programming, user experience, photography}
a2 = {visual design, marketing, sales, cooking}

Skills are not only attributes of applicants, but also requirements for the projects.

Let P be a set of projects, in which each project p, p ∈ P , is described by a set of

required skills p = {r1, . . . , rn} that the team members of the project must possess,

in which ri is a textual tag representing a skill. It can be assumed that all projects

have the same amount of required skills.

Example 3.2.2 (Projects p1 and p2 and their sets of required skills)

p1 = {programming, sales, user interfaces, design}
p2 = {programming, user experience, marketing, advertising}

To determine if an applicant a has the skill r that is needed in the project p, or if

the applicant has any skills related to r within its skill set, the function scoreAR(a, r)

is used. The function returns a score of how well an applicant has skills that relate

to a specific required skill of a project.

scoreAR(a, r) =
∑
∀si∈a

similarity(si, r)

Knowing how well an applicant’s skills suit one project requirement, it is possible

to calculate how well an applicant fits in a project in consideration with all of the

project’s required skills. The function scoreAP (a, p) is used to calculate the matches

between the set of skills of an applicant a and all the required skills of a project p,

based on the function scoreAR(a, r).
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scoreAP (a, p) =
∑
∀ri∈p

scoreAR(a, ri)

Furthermore, with the information of how well applicants could fit within a

project, the function scoreTP (t, p) denotes how well a team of k applicants t, t ⊂ A,

matches with all the required skills of a project p. By using this function it is

possible to compare how well different team formations fit to a project, according

to Definition 3.2.3 below. It is assumed that all teams are formed with the same

amount of applicants k.

scoreTP (t, p) =
∑
∀ai∈t

scoreAP (ai, p)

Definition 3.2.3

Given a project p = {r1, . . . , rn}, and a set of applicants A = {a1, . . . , am}, where

each applicant ai is associated with a set of skills {si1 , . . . , six}, the best team of k

applicants for the project p is the team T ∗ for which:

T ∗ = argmax|T |=kscoreTP (T, p),

such that, ∀rj ∈ p, ∃ai ∈ T , with siy = rj; and there are at least k applicants in the

set A.

Therefore, to form q teams of k members, the set A must contain at least q × k

applicants.

The model presented above differs from the methods in research literature in

the sense that teams are not formed based on similarities between its members as

in content-based methods, neither on past ratings as in collaborative filtering ap-

proaches. The problem presents itself similarly to a packages-to-group recommenda-

tion, in which packages (teams) of items (applicants) are recommended to groups of

projects. The concept of ratings itself is not used in a traditional way, but replaced

by the relation between required skills of projects and applicants’ skills, which for

this problem would be better called scores. Since the relations between applicants’

skills – items’ attributes – are not taken into consideration, content-based filtering

is not suitable. Furthermore, recommended teams are also not calculated based on

historic data of past formed teams. Projects are often unique and rarely the as-

sumption that there are two or more projects with the same requirements can be

made. Hence, collaborative filtering would also be unfit for this problem, since the

sparsity problem would be taken to an extreme in which the subset of rated items

for a user would consist of at most one item.

Nonetheless, the model seems to fit better within knowledge-based approaches.
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It could be related to constraint-based knowledge-based systems, as the projects

possess requirements for the desired applicants’ skills. Furthermore, knowledge-

based methods have as their strengths the ability to work well with sparsity, complex

and specific problems, which is the case presented by this thesis.

Moreover, the concept of group recommendations to individuals is used. The

formation of a team involves calculating the score of applicants for a project, then

combining them into the team, based on the requirements (criteria) set by the

projects.

3.3 Fairness-aware Team Formation

It is not sufficient to find the best team for a project using the Definition 3.2.3,

since the assignment of applicants to a specific team makes them unavailable to

other teams. Therefore, the property of fairness needs to be applied when suggesting

multiple teams to multiple projects, so that there is a balance between the teams,

as specified by Definition 3.3.1 below.

Definition 3.3.1

Fairness to teams: Let T be a set of n teams (T1, . . . , Tn), assigned to a set P
of projects (p1, . . . , pn). Given a set T S including all pairs of teams (Ti, Tj) ∈ T , to

ensure fairness in group formation, minimize:∑
(Ti,Tj)∈T

|scoreTP (Ti, pi)− scoreTP (Tj, pj)|

The implication of applying Definition 3.3.1 is that the best possible team is

not always going to be chosen for some projects. However, by choosing teams with

slightly lower scores (scoreTP ) for some projects, it is possible to choose teams

with greater scores for others, thus minimizing the differences and increasing the

fairness between them. Furthermore, the implementation of fairness in this thesis is

novel relating to the research literature, as most of the approaches are implemented

by reducing the variation between predicted ratings, i.e. by increasing similarity

between items. On the other way, this thesis proposes to achieve fairness through

the way in which teams are formed, considering the presented restrictions of the

context.
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4 Methods

This chapter proposes different methods for creating team recommendations. Sec-

tion 4.1 defines a brute force method, while Section 4.2 specifies a heuristic approach

and further optimizations to increase fairness in the recommendations.

4.1 Brute force algorithm

Based on the functions of Chapter 3, Algorithm 1 implements the function scoreAP (a, p)

which calculates how well a given applicant a is suited to a given project p.

Algorithm 1: Function scoreAP (a, p)

Input: An applicant a and a project p

scoreAP = 0;

foreach ri in p.requirements do

/* calculates scoreAR between applicant a and individual

project requirement ri */

scoreAR = 0;

foreach sj in a.skills do

scoreAR = scoreAR + similarity(sj, ri);

end

scoreAP = scoreAP + scoreAR;

end

Output: scoreAP

Result: How well an applicant a skills match with a project p requirements

Assume that combinations(k, L) is a function that calculates the binomial coef-

ficient (generates a list of all possible combinations) of k elements from the set of

elements L, as shown in Example 4.1.1 below. In our context k is the amount of

applicants in a team, and L is the set of all applicants. Algorithm 2 below uses the

combinations(k, L) function and Algorithm 1 to implement a brute force method to

generate the best teams recommendations:

For every project p in the set of projects P , all the possible team combinations

T of k members are generated from the set of available applicants A. Then for every

possible team t in T , its score relating to the project p is calculated with the function

scoreTP (t, p). The team with the maximum score is chosen as the best team for

that project and its members are removed from the set of available applicants A.

This team formation process is repeated for all projects.
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The asymptotic computational complexity of Algorithm 2 is factorial as denoted

by O(k ×
(
A
k

)
× P ), or O(n!).

Example 4.1.1 (Use of the function combinations(k, L))

Let k = 2 and L = {1, 2, 3},
combinations(k, L) = [{1, 2}, {1, 3}, {2, 3}]

Algorithm 2: Brute force method to generate best team recommendations

Input: A set of applicants A, a set of projects P , and the team size k

bestTeams = [];

foreach pi in P do

possibleTeams = combinations(k,A);

teamsScores = [];

foreach tj in possibleTeams do

scoreTP = 0;

foreach an in tj do

scoreTP = scoreTP + scoreAP (an, pi);

end

put {tj : scoreTP} in teamsScores;

end

bestTeamForProject = max(teamsScores :: scoreTP );

put {pi : bestTeamForProject} in bestTeams;

/* After the best team for a project is determined, its

members are removed from the set of applicants A */

remove members in bestTeamForProject from A;

end

Result: Set of bestTeams

4.2 Heuristic algorithm

It is noticeable, however, that the brute force approach defined by Algorithm 2 is

very computationally expensive with its factorial asymptotic complexity, due to the

calculation of all possible team combinations. Therefore, a heuristic which could be

applied to minimize the computations while keeping the recommendation efficacy is

proposed.

Algorithm 3 below also uses the function from Algorithm 1, but in place of gener-

ating all possible team combinations, it first calculates scoreAP (a, p) between every

applicant a in the set A and every project p in the set of projects P . These values

are stored as a set in the projectApplicantsScores variable. Then the applicant a

who had the best calculated (maximum) scoreAP for a given project p is chosen as a
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member of that project team and is removed from the set of available applicants A.

This previous step is repeated k times until the project p team has all its k members

chosen. This team formation process is then repeated for all other projects of the

set P .

Algorithm 3: Heuristic method to generate team recommendations

Input: A set of applicants A, a set of projects P , and the team size k

bestTeams = [];

projectApplicantsScores = [];

foreach pi in P do

foreach an in A do

put (pi, an, scoreAP (an, pi)) in projectApplicantsScores;

end

end

foreach pi in P do

for m = 1 to k do

bestApplicant = max(projectApplicantsScores[pi] :: scoreAP );

put bestApplicant in bestTeams[pi];

remove bestApplicant from projectApplicantsScores;

end

end

Result: Set of bestTeams

Furthermore, Algorithm 3 could be optimized to improve the fairness according

to Definition 3.3.1. That optimization is specified in the novel variants Algorithm 4

and Algorithm 5 below, which implement a k-rounds choosing method to generate

more fair teams recommendations.

Instead of choosing all the k best applicants as members of a project team and

then repeating the process for other project teams, Algorithm 4 chooses only one

applicant a who had the best calculated scoreAP for every project p as a member of

that project team, and also removes it from the set of available applicants A. This

procedure happens in k rounds to add the k-nth-member until all the teams have k

members.
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Algorithm 4: K-rounds choosing method to generate team recommendations

Input: A set of applicants A, a set of projects P , and the team size k

bestTeams = [];

projectApplicantsScores = [];

foreach pi in P do

foreach an in A do

put (pi, an, scoreAP (an, pi)) in projectApplicantsScores;

end

end

for m = 1 to k do

foreach pi in P do

bestApplicant = max(projectApplicantsScores[pi] :: scoreAP );

put bestApplicant in bestTeams[pi];

/* After bestApplicant is chosen for a project pi, it should

be unavailable for other projects. Therefore, it is

removed */

remove bestApplicant from projectApplicantsScores;

end

end

Result: Set of bestTeams

Similarly to Algorithm 4, Algorithm 5 implements a variation pairs-rounds choos-

ing method to form teams. Based on the calculations of scoreAP (a, p) between every

applicant a in the set A and every project p in the set of projects P , there are k/2

rounds in which the pair of applicants a1 and a2 who had the best values of scoreAP

for p are assigned as team members and removed from the set of available applicants

A. Again, this process is repeated until all the projects have teams of k members.

If k is an odd number, then during the last round only one team member will be

assigned.

It is expected that by selecting team members one by one or in pairs between

the projects, the fairness between teams is increased.

In contrast to Algorithm 2, the asymptotic computational complexities of Algo-

rithms 3, 4 and 5 are linear as defined by O(A× P + k × P ), or O(n).
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Algorithm 5: Pairs-rounds method to generate team recommendations

Input: A set of applicants A, a set of projects P , and the team size k

bestTeams = [];

projectApplicantsScores = [];

foreach pi in P do

foreach an in A do

put (pi, an, scoreAP (an, pi)) in projectApplicantsScores;

end

end

for m = 1 to k do

foreach pi in P do

bestApplicant = max(projectApplicantsScores[pi] :: scoreAP );

put bestApplicant in bestTeams[pi];

/* After bestApplicant is chosen for a project pi, it should

be unavailable for other projects. Therefore, it is

removed */

remove bestApplicant from projectApplicantsScores;

secondBestApplicant =

max(projectApplicantsScores[pi] :: scoreAP );

put secondBestApplicant in bestTeams[pi];

/* secondBestApplicant should be also unavailable for other

projects and it is removed */

remove secondBestApplicant from projectApplicantsScores;

end

end

Result: Set of bestTeams
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5 Experimental Evaluation

This chapter describes an experiment using the methods from Chapter 4. The

objective of the experiment is to test the feasibility, efficiency and efficacy of the

proposed algorithms for team recommendations creation. It is expected that the

heuristic-based methods perform significantly faster than the brute force approach.

In addition, the k-rounds and pairs-rounds variants are expected to show better

fairness than the previous methods.

Several test scenarios are created and executed through the implemented algo-

rithms of the methods. Section 5.1 describes the data that was used in the ex-

periment. Section 5.2 presents two measurements that are collected and analyzed

during the experiments. The quality of the recommendations is measured by the sum

of their scores, while the fairness aspect is measured by a novel fairness-deviation

indicator. Section 5.3 details how the algorithms were implemented and the test

scenarios were created and executed. Finally, Section 5.4 and Section 5.5 evaluate

the expectations and summarize the findings of this thesis.

5.1 Dataset

A preprocessed dataset derived from the DBLP dataset1 is used for testing. The

DBLP dataset is an online bibliography database for publications on computer sci-

ence (Ley 1997), created by Trier University. The preprocessed dataset was created

by X. Wang et al. (2015) and consists of a CSV (comma-separated values) file of

7428 lines. Each line corresponds to a researcher from DBLP dataset and contains

the person’s name and a varying number of skill tags related to that person. Each

researcher has at least one skill and there are 4480 unique skills among all people,

with some skills appearing more than once for the same person. Example 5.1.1

below illustrates a line from the dataset representing a researcher named Alpa Jain

and seven skills related to that person.

Example 5.1.1 (A line from the preprocessed dataset)

Alpa Jain,text,extraction,queries,information,query,sql,databases

Due to the nature of the DBLP dataset, the skills associated with the researchers

correspond to keywords used in those researcher’s scientific publications. Truthfully,

it may not represent the same definition of skills used in this work (the ability or

expertise to do something well). However, since the skills derived from the DBLP

dataset represent an area of knowledge or expertise in which a person published

1https://dblp.uni-trier.de/

https://dblp.uni-trier.de/
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research, it could be considered as a sufficient approximation. In addition, a best

suited dataset was not found publicly.

To assemble the hierarchy relationship between the skills, the Wordnet2 database

was used. Wordnet is a large lexical database in English language, in which words

are grouped by their cognitive synonyms (synsets) (Fellbaum 1998; Fellbaum 2005).

There are about 117 000 synsets in Wordnet and each one of them convey a different

concept. They are connected by lexical and conceptual-semantic relationships, and

with those connections it is possible to estimate how similar in meaning one word

is to another. Therefore, use of Wordnet suits well as a way to compute similarity

between the skills derived from the preprocessed DBLP dataset, since the skills are

words without any connections between them.

5.2 Measurements

In our experimental evaluation, we compare how well the proposed heuristic meth-

ods perform timewise, studying different parameters, especially since the presented

brute force approach has a factorial asymptotic complexity (O(n!)) and the heuris-

tic methods have linear asymptotic complexity (O(n)). For that reason, and for

verifying the linearity of those methods, the execution time of these algorithms is

measured.

Since the scoreTP value is an indicator of how well a team fits into a project

requirements, the analysis of the success of the recommendations is focused on it.

The sum of all the scoreTP values in a set of recommended teams indicate how

successful the recommendation method is, relative to its parameters (amount of

projects, amount of required skills by project and amount of members in each team).

Therefore, this measurement is taken into account as it conveys s better quality and

quantity of matches between applicants’ skills and project requirements.

Furthermore, based on the scoreTP values, a fairness-deviation indicator is pro-

posed to measure the fairness digression between recommended teams. Assuming

that an absolute fair set of teams would be a set in which all of the teams have

the same scoreTP , the fairness-deviation indicates how much in average the teams

deviated from this absolute fair situation. The fairness-deviation between a set of

recommended teams T is defined by

fairness-deviation(T ) =

∑
∀ti∈T | ti −mean(T ) |

len(T )
.

where mean(T ) is the arithmetic mean of the scoreTP values of the teams in the

set T , and len(T ) is the count (length) of teams in the set.

2https://wordnet.princeton.edu/

https://wordnet.princeton.edu/
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Table 5.1 below illustrates an example of mean, sum and fairness-deviation

values calculated with scoreTP values of hypothetical sets T of teams. The four

combinations of teams’ scoreTP values in the first column are all different. Despite

that all the sets T have the same mean (50) and sum (150) values, the fairness-

deviation values are different. While the first row depicts a set of perfectly fair teams,

the following rows represent distinct levels of deviation from absolute fairness. The

fairness-deviation value grows as the difference between the scoreTP values increases

within a set of teams.

Table 5.1 Example of fairness-deviation calculation for sets of teams

scoreTP values for T mean(T ) sum(T ) fairness-deviation(T )
{50, 50, 50} 50 150 0.00
{45, 50, 55} 50 150 3.33
{35, 50, 65} 50 150 10.00
{12, 42, 96} 50 150 61.33

5.3 Methods

A Python script was crafted to implement the experiments and output the results.

The complete code is available in a GitHub repository3.

The script takes advantage of the fact that the datasets used are not from live

environments of online services – and therefore, they do not change – to precompute

some steps. After loading the preprocessed DBLP dataset, by joining all the skills

of all the 7428 researchers – from now on referred as applicants – and eliminating

duplicates, a set of 4480 unique skills was formed. Since computing the similarity

between skills could be a resource intensive procedure due to the task of finding nodes

and paths within the skills’ hierarchy relationship, a similarity matrix between all

the skills is calculated and saved to speed up the overall algorithm.

NLTK (Natural Language Toolkit)4 – a software library to work with human

language data – provides an API5 to access Wordnet dataset and exposes a function

path similarity that can be used to calculate the similarity between two synsets.

It returns a value between zero and one, with one representing identity (the two

synsets are exactly the same), and zero representing no link between the synsets.

Due to the fact that a word may convey different meanings – and therefore, be

represented by several different synsets within Wordnet –, and that it is not feasible

to determine individually the correct synset for every skill in the dataset, it is decided

that the first found synset is used. If no synsets are found for a skill in Wordnet, its

3https://github.com/machadolucas/Team-Recommender
4http://www.nltk.org
5http://www.nltk.org/howto/wordnet.html

https://github.com/machadolucas/Team-Recommender
http://www.nltk.org
http://www.nltk.org/howto/wordnet.html
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similarity to all other skills is considered to be zero, except the similarity to itself

that is then considered one. The path similarity function was then used to calculate

the similarity between all the unique skills extracted from our dataset, producing a

4480× 4480 matrix. Once filled, the similarity matrix is saved as a binary file that

can be quickly loaded for further executions of the script.

Regardless that this precomputation was done with a static dataset, a precom-

puted similarity matrix could be used also for dynamic data with the appropriate

changes in the code. For every new skill that would be added to the skill set, it

would be needed to calculate only the similarity between the new and the previous

skills since the similarity value works bidirectionally. Then those new values would

be added to the matrix.

Several test scenarios were created to analyze different aspects of the algorithms.

A test scenario in this context is a team formation task in which all the algorithms

are executed to create team recommendations to a common randomly generated set

of projects. Test scenarios are organized into test groups, which may contain one or

more of them. Each test group has a different goal regarding analyzing algorithms

efficiency or effectiveness. Table 5.2 below summarizes the different test groups,

the amount of test scenarios and the purpose for each group.

Table 5.2 Test groups, amount of scenarios in each, and their purposes.

Test group Amount of
scenarios

Purpose

1: Varying amount of projects 10 Analyze time performance
2: Varying amount of team
members

10 Analyze time performance

3: Main test with random pa-
rameters

100 Compare heuristic algorithms

4: Very small dataset for brute
force analysis

1 Analyze brute force algorithm

Test scenarios receive input, execute algorithms and report measurements. Each

test scenario receives as input the amount of projects p and the set of skills that

could be used as project requirements, then a set of p projects is created with 20

randomly sampled skills from the given set. This set of created projects together

with the parameter k of how many members each team should have are subsequently

used as input to the algorithms. The results returned by the algorithms are measured

and recorded. All the test scenarios in test groups 1, 2 and 3 use the full set of 7428

applicants as input to the algorithms, while the test scenarios in test group 4 use a

sampled subset of 100 applicants from the full set.

The objective of test groups 1 and 2 is to analyze how much time the algorithms

need to create the team recommendations. For test group 1 all the parameters were
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fixed and only the amount of projects p changed. A total of 10 test scenarios were

tested with values of p ranging between 3 and 30, in intervals of 3 ({3, 6, 9, . . . , 30}).
Similarly for test group 2, all the parameters were also fixed except for the amount

k of team members. The values of k tested were again the range between 3 and 30,

in intervals of 3 ({3, 6, 9, . . . , 30}), for a total of 10 test scenarios.

Test group 3 tests aimed at comparing the fairness-related results between the

algorithms and had randomly generated input parameters inside some constraints.

From the range of numbers between 5 and 35 a sample of 10 numbers was selected to

be used as p values (amount of projects). Then from the range between 3 and 12 a

sample of 5 numbers was used as k values (amount of members in each team). These

range values were chosen trying to represent the extreme situations in a real scenario,

as few teams have less than 3 or more than 12 members: Agile teams, for example,

usually have less than 10 members (Canty 2015). All the possible combinations

between the 10 sampled p and 5 sampled k values are used to generate a total of

50 test scenarios. As an alternative to the full set of 4480 unique skills, those 50

scenarios are executed receiving as input only the 200 most frequent skills as possible

project requirements. Likewise, another 50 test scenarios are created and executed

with another samples of p and k values following the same constraints. However, this

second set of 50 test scenarios uses the 200 less frequent out of the 2000 most frequent

skills to create project requirements. The behaviour of the algorithms during the

extreme situations of overfitting and underfitting of data can be analyzed with this

variation between the most and less frequent skills.

Test group 4 has only one test scenario and uses a reduced amount of data

with small values for parameters, so it allows to conceptually test the brute force

algorithm and compare it with the heuristic methods. Instead of using the full set of

7428 applicants, a sample of 100 applicants is extracted and used. Furthermore, the

task consists of creating recommendations for only 4 projects (p = 4) with 4 team

members each (k = 4). The whole skill set is used to create project requirements,

since it should not affect the performance of the algorithms.

The algorithms executed in each test scenario are different depending on the

test group. For each test scenario in test groups 1, 2 and 3, Algorithms 3 (heuristic

method), 4 (K-rounds method) and 5 (Pairs-rounds method) are executed. In test

group 4, Algorithm 2 (brute force) is executed in addition to the others.

Finally, measurements collected during all the tests are printed by the script on

computer terminal, and used for creation of the relevant figures (graphs). Exam-

ple 5.3.1 below illustrates the summarized output of a test scenario from test group

3.
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Example 5.3.1 (Example of terminal output for a test scenario)

---------- Test input: ----------

Applicants: 7428 Projects: 20 k: 8

Heuristic results: Took: 7.646s

Scores: Max:1058.281 Min:214.749 Range:843.532 Mean:365.291

Sum:7305.829 f-deviation:112.729

K-rounds heuristic results: Took: 8.541s

Scores: Max:564.448 Min:273.220 Range:291.228 Mean:364.754

Sum:7295.083 f-deviation:50.836

Pair-rounds heuristic results: Took: 8.530s

Scores: Max:672.251 Min:260.797 Range:411.454 Mean:364.807

Sum:7296.139 f-deviation:63.049

5.4 Efficiency

Calculating the best teams with the brute force method (Algorithm 2) is not feasible

due to its factorial asymptotic complexity. In practice, given that in the dataset

there are 7428 applicants and the total possible teams is given by
(
N
k

)
(in which N

is the amount of applicants available and k is the amount of members in the team),

for example for a team of only 6 members there are
(
7428
6

)
, or 2.3282073138 × 1020

possible teams. With some tests in a common 3,1 GHz Intel (I5-7267U) processor,

on average 104 teams are calculated per second, which gives that for calculating all

possible choices for a single team to obtain the best one would take approximately

2.3282073138× 1016 seconds, or 737 million years.

Table 5.3 below shows the results of test group 4 test scenario with all the

algorithms, including the brute force method. Since the test scenario used a sampled

subset of 100 applicants from the original full set, and only had to form 4 teams of 4

members each, the amount of calculations (
(
100
4

)
+
(
96
4

)
+
(
92
4

)
+
(
88
4

)
) was reasonable

enough to be executed. The teams formed by brute force and heuristic approach

were identical since the core idea is the same: To choose the best possible team

for a project, either by comparing with all other teams possibilities or by choosing

the best k applicants. However, the time taken to execute the algorithms is very

different, with the brute force method needing over 60,000 times the amount of time

that the heuristic method needed. For that reason, the brute force algorithm was

not executed in other test scenarios.

The time spent to execute the Algorithms 3 (simple heuristic method), 4 (k-

rounds method) and 5 (pairs-rounds method) with test groups 1 and 2 is shown in
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Table 5.3 Results of test scenario from test group 4

Method Time (s) scoreTP sum fairness-deviation
Brute force 891.737 156.643 16.270
Heuristic 0.014 156.643 16.270
K-rounds 0.012 160.642 5.219
Pairs-rounds 0.012 159.507 7.969

Figure 5.1 Time consumed by algorithms

Figure 5.1. The graph on the left, created with the test scenarios of group 1, shows

very clearly the linear nature of the algorithms, with almost perfect convergence as

the amount of projects increase for all the heuristic methods. That corroborates the

calculated asymptotic complexity presented in Chapter 4.

Nevertheless, on the right side of the Figure 5.2 the increase of k value results in

differently shaped lines with small variations. The scale of these variations should

be taken into account though, since they are very small and a trend line would still

show linearity. This graph was created with test scenarios from test group 2.

Furthermore, the time spent to generate the recommendations prove that the

heuristic algorithms are efficient and suitable for use in real-world scenarios, par-

ticularly considering that other optimizations in data structure and architecture, as

well as in the code could be implemented to further reduce the processing time.

5.5 Effectiveness

User studies, A/B tests (online evaluation), and offline evaluations, as suggested

by literature, are not appropriated methods to evaluate this work’s recommended

teams efficacy. User studies would require that a small amount of users judge the

quality of the recommendations, but with our DBLP derived dataset and random
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generated project requirements it would be a rather difficult and imprecise task.

For the execution of A/B tests, a large system for recommending teams with our

dataset would be needed. That system would have to be into regular use by thou-

sands of users. Offline evaluation is also not possible because there is not historical

datasets with information of users’ ratings of team recommendations with the used

dataset. Therefore, since these traditional efficacy evaluation methods rely on the

existence of previous datasets as reference for comparison, or in users judgment or

behaviour towards the recommendations, and the problem explored by this work is

quite unique, it is not possible to use them for evaluation.

For that reason, the recommendations are evaluated by how well the team mem-

bers of the team recommendations adhere to the required skills of the projects,

represented by the sum of scoreTP values. In addition, they are also evaluated

by how fair the teams are in the context of a set of recommended teams T . The

fairness-deviation indicator is used for that.

Figure 5.2 shows the sum of all the scoreTP values over the amount of choices

made in a set of recommended teams T . The amount of choices made refer to

the amount of team members in each team multiplied by the amount of project

teams (k × len(T )). A greater result of this indicator points out a possible better

overall investment of desired human potential on the projects, since the value refers

to a better quality and quantity of matches between applicants’ skills and project

requirements. By applying linear regression to this data (as indicated by the lines

in the figure), it is possible to notice that the Pairs-rounds method achieves slightly

better results in overall than the other methods, while the K-rounds method seems

to improve when the amount of choices made increase. However, the results of the

three algorithms are very similar and in practice their differences could be considered

negligible. This figure was created with the results of test groups 1, 2 and 3.

Due to the two variations of project requirements used for test scenarios in test

group 3, in Figure 5.2 is also possible to notice two linear areas of concentrated

points. The first area is over the trend lines and represent the tests executed with

projects using requirements from the 200 most frequent skills. More frequent skills in

project requirements have a bigger chance to find more similarities with applicants’

skills, thus increasing the overall value of scoreTP . The second area of concentrated

points under the trend lines represent the tests executed with the 200 less frequent

out of the 2000 most frequent skills, that in contrast to the project requirements

from the tests of the first area, have smaller chances of finding similarities with

applicants’ skills. However, the relations between the algorithms’ are consistent

regardless of the skills used as project requirements.

Figure 5.3 shows the fairness-deviation values for all the test executions, over the

amount of choices made. With linear regression analysis on this data (as indicated by
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Figure 5.2 Sum of scoreTP values over amount of choices made, for different algorithms
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the lines in the figure), it is observed that the K-rounds and Pairs-rounds methods

produce significantly more fair results than the simple heuristic method without

fairness optimization. It is also interesting to notice how the Pairs-rounds method

has a tendency to converge to the same fairness levels as the K-rounds method, as

the amount of choices made increase. Figure 5.3 was also created from the results

of test groups 1, 2 and 3.

Based on this data, k-rounds (Algorithm 4) and pairs-rounds (Algorithm 5)

methods clearly show an large improvement in fairness measurements when com-

paring to the original simple heuristic method (Algorithm 3).

As can be noticed in the results of Table 5.3, the brute force method (Algo-

rithm 2) could be completely dismissed in a practical implementation, since the

team recommendations created by it are exactly the same as the ones created by

the simple heuristic, but at a far more expensive computational cost. Furthermore,

the brute force and heuristic methods not only produced less fair results than the

k-rounds and pairs-rounds methods but also had a lower sum of the scoreTP val-

ues. This occurred because first a full team was formed and its members were made

unavailable for other teams. Such situation can happen in brute force and simple

heuristic methods, and for that reason, the order in each teams are formed is im-

portant in these approaches and the sum of scoreTP values may not be maximized.

That further supports the claim that k-rounds and pairs-rounds methods have a bet-

ter efficacy in general when compared to simple heuristic method, and also explains

their slightly better results in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.3 Fairness-deviation over amount of choices made, for different algorithms
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6 Conclusions

Both efficiency and efficacy evaluation show that the proposed heuristic-based meth-

ods are able to create team recommendations for multidisciplinary projects in a very

successful way. As expected, the recommendations have at least the same level of

quality as the brute force approach, but are calculated tens of thousands times faster.

The suggested variations of the heuristic method also prove to create results

with more fairness, as expected. K-rounds method is able to generate significantly

more fair team recommendations, while maintaining the same levels of quality and

performance as other methods. Pairs-rounds method shows slightly better overall

quality in the recommendations than the K-rounds method, however performing

slightly worse regarding fairness. Both of these approaches present a solid answer

for achieving more fair team recommendations.

For simplicity, during the experiments we assumed fixed values for some vari-

ables. Despite having several test scenarios with varying amounts of projects, differ-

ent amount of team members for each project and even different sets of applicants,

the amount of required skills per project was constant. Moreover, within a test

scenario, the amount of members per team was the same for all the projects. In

real scenarios those values may differ, which may lead to misunderstandings with

the presented measurements. For example, teams with more members or projects

with more requirements have a tendency to have bigger scoreTP values, since there

is more possible matches between applicants skills and project requirements. Thus,

some teams could have bigger scores just because of having different parameters,

invalidating the fairness-deviation indicator. To overcome that limitation, the cal-

culation of a team scoreTP could for instance be tweaked to be use the weighted

average of the members’ scoreAP values, relative to the amount of members and

requirements in the project.

In another possible scenario in which not all project requirements are equally

important and there is the need to emphasize some of them, some slight adjustments

could be done in the scores’ calculation. The projects requirements could have a

weight factor, for example. The weight factor would be multiplied with the similarity

calculation between skills to compose the scoreAP , thus increasing the score for

applicants with the most desired requirements.

Furthermore, despite the great benefit that this work has of using the extensive

Wordnet database to calculate similarity between skills, it also presents some lim-

itations. Foremost, Wordnet only has synsets in English, and therefore, it would

not work with other languages’ terms. In addition, we only computed similarity

between single words as Wordnet does not support compound words neither using
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them for the computation. Forasmuch as in a real scenario skills could be often

described in a compound word format, using Wordnet may not be fitting. Thus,

better results could be achieved in the future if other multilingual and compound

supporting lexical databases are available to be used.

Moreover, due to the lack of a publicly accessible and recognized dataset of

applicants and their skills, the use of DBLP dataset may not exactly reflect the team

formation problem. To overcome current restrictions related to the limited available

data for the entities involved in a recommender systems, the enormous amount

of diverse data on the Web that are created and collected without interruption

can be used (Efthymiou, Papadakis, Stefanidis, et al. 2019; Efthymiou, Papadakis,

Papastefanatos, et al. 2017; Christophides et al. 2015; Efthymiou, Stefanidis, et al.

2015). Several sources (ontologies, social media, etc.) could be used to enrich data

at different levels (information and preferences about applicants, information about

projects). Traditional problems in recommender systems such as data sparsity and

cold-start could be tackled with that wealthier data input, thus generating better

recommendations.

The affirmation that there is not enough data to describe an entity is not true

anymore; perhaps the recommender does not have enough data, but there is plenty

in the Web. The current challenge is how to gather and filter useful data, removing

the noise and using it together with already existing data in the recommender, in a

way that the user experience and quality of recommendations are increased.

Finally, all the proposed heuristic methods in this thesis perform well enough

for use in real scenarios, considering the probable adaptations needed for specific

problems. The k-rounds method could be efficiently used particularly for any team

formation problem in which fairness between teams would be beneficial. For example

in educational environments for assembling teams of students based on their traits

(Val et al. 2014), or when teams are needed to be formed quickly to respond to short-

term specific activities (that could be interpreted as projects) based on members’

expertise, such as in emergency services (Nair et al. 2002). Another interesting

application would be in crowd-sourcing platforms – similar to what inspired this

thesis –, in which individuals from a set of enrolled people with specific interests

could be combined as teams to work on projects, as described by W. Wang et al.

(2017). Further expanding beyond team formation problems, any problem in which

fairness in resources distribution is needed could take advantage of the fairness

improving methods proposed.
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